Floor Cleaning: Easy Ways To Clean And Make Your Floors Look Amazing
Your floor at home is an important investment that requires a lot of attention for keeping it in top condition. The state of your floors reflects how much you care for your home and family. Keeping your floors clean and tidy could be a big task, especially if you have pets and children running around every day. A damaged floor is expensive to repair and marks and damaged areas stand out easily for everyone to see. Floor cleaning is therefore much more involved than a quick sweep and mop job. In this book you will discover the right way to clean and maintain your home flooring. There is a chapter dedicated to each of the common flooring types found in the home, including hardwood, laminated, tile, vinyl, stone, bamboo, cork and polished concrete flooring. This book is full of handy tips and advice including why you should be wearing socks when cleaning a hardwood floor and why using water is not a good idea. I will explain what a lemon juice and baking soda paste is brilliant for and there are many more such useful hints to learn about. Do you know why people used to spend days walking over crushed peanut shells scattered over their wood flooring? Well you are about to find out â€”
Customer Reviews

Looking for something to reference for cleaning especially my laminate floors since I have been told that this type of floor needs special treatment.
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